



WILL SPEAK IN JUNE
Preacher and Scientist Hr
Commanded World-Renou
HONORARY MLMBI-.R
oi class has shown gTeat
foresight in choosing Dr. Harry Emer-
son Fosdick as honorary member, for
this will bring him to the college on
Sunday June 19 to deliver the Bacca-
laureate Sermon. As a speaker Dr.
Fosdick has that rare gift which com-
bines worthwhile ideas and forceful de-
livery. His understanding is sympath-
etic for he comprehends the temper of
our age. but he is at the same time
a strong figure, a leader in the interpre-
tation of religion who stands undaunt-
edly for the belief that the true
religious life is found in living as much
like Christ as is humanly possible. By
he has found the
living elements which are the essence
of real religion. His message is essen-
tially an appeal to the individual, and
^ftmc
Michael Idovrsky Pupin, Professor of
Electro-Mechanics at Columbia, will
give the commencement address this
year on Tuesday, June 21. Mr. Pupin,
a Serb by birth, has spent the greater
part of his life in this country. Since
1889 he has been teaching at Columbia
and has studied in detail most of the
caiUCgefi here and abroad allied with
ell qualified f an address
that will be both highly suggestive
and amusing. Because his own story
has been one of many commencements
brought to successful ends, his eligibil-
ity is especially appreciated. In his
book From Immigrant to Inventor the
man's vivid career is told simply with
the first ;w York with five
cents and an avid desire for knowledge,
landing later with the degrees from
Cambridge and Berlin, he brought to
this country an idealism that was in-
nately his. He questioned what an
immigrant could bring of value to this
country and decided he had brought
the highest ideals of Serbian tradition
to form a background for the
ception of citizenship and a thorough
understanding of democratic principles,
The day before his graduation he took
out his naturalization papers in a d
little office high above a careless 1
York. The gay commencement of
following day formed a striking (
trast, with its great audience and
(Continued on Page 3 Column 3
FORCEFUL INTERVENTION MAY
SETTLE NICARAGUAN AFFAIR
is presented in an article by
Wells in the New Republic for
, Mr. Wells was in Nicaragua
the first three months of this
nd has come back advocating
rather than interference.
o support Diaz have done little
than restrict the field of the rev-
olutionists, and it is becoming increas-
ingly necessary that something be done
in order to save Nicaragua from ruin.
The country is in an extremely bad
condition economically; she is virtually
' near to anarchy.
property destroyed.
Drastic action, says Mr. Wells, is the
only thing which the Libe rals will fully
understand. They meet iny proposed
plans (or peace with atte npts to corn-
promise, but they would submit to a
Sacasa himself has admitted. It ap-
pears that the only way of keeping
pace in Nicaragua is to have whole-
hearted intervention on the part of the
United States.
For thirteen years prior to August,
1925, the legation guard of one hundred
marines at Managua served as a deter-
ent to would-be revolutionists. Twenty-
five days after they were withdrawn,
the present revolt broke out. With effi-
cient intervention we could probably
settle the affair in a short time and
could soon withdraw our troops, leav-
ing only the old legation guard, which
seems necessary for the maintenance
Since our present policy in regard to
Nicaragua appears impracticable, the
United States may proceed to t
C. A. PLANS INNOVATION
The final Christian Association Ves-
per Service of this year is to be held
Sunday evening. May 22, at 7:15 p. m.
near the cove between Longfellow Pond
and the back of Tower Court Hill.
This is the first out-of-door service
C. A. has planned, and if the innovation
meets with the approval of the student
body, the Board will be pleased to plan
Dr. William P. Merrill of the Brick
Church in New York is to be the
speaker. Dr. Merrill is we 1 known
to both Wellesley and Silver
diences. and he comes well fitted to
make the closing meeting the finest of
the year.
Special attention is called to
of the meeting. 7:15. In case of rain
the service will be held in the chapel
tainly call forth fries oi "imijeiulism'
Is an act of "benevolent despotism
justifiable and necessary for the good
of Nicaragua? Even if
will undoubtedly bring
problems. If a Liberal, unfriendly
the United States, should be elected
1928. take
guard and the assumption of responsi-
bility for good government? Mr. Well;
agrees with President Coolidge that w<
have a peculiar responsibility towards
the countries of Central
seems difficult
why we should feel impelled to super
vise the Central Americans whethe:
they like it or not, instead of letting
them settle their own problems of
COMING EVENTS
; is Senior Promenade
A play by Brown. A dance by the
rs. Music by the Tech Tunesters
Bert Lowe'
May 23. John Herman 1
play Pcean by Matthews at the
concert held in the chapel at 7:45. His
selection will be followed by Fugue in
E Flat, Bach, played by Raymond C.
Robinson; and by St. Francis Preach-
ing to the Birds, Listz, played by Miss
A Midsummer Night's Dream will be
presented at the Shakespeare semi-
open. The performance will take place
Tupelo Theatre at 6:00 P.M. Friday,
May 27. Elizabeth Farrar, who is in
charge of the production, is assisted by
Helen Petit who has been working on
! fairy scenes, and Jean Poindexter
charge of the staging. The manager
Sarita Fajardo. and Miss Smaill
coaching. Because of the unusual hi
buffet supper
ne of the society
ie annual Song Competition to take
; at Step-singing Tuesday, May 31.
tions is an aid to the Sod? Bocc r
proceeds of which go to Students'
For the contest in mass singing.
class will sing the same song, to
hosen by Professor Macdougall and
the song leader, A small group from
each class will sing an original song.
i Professor Macdougall has offered
prize of ten dollars to be divided
equally between the author and com
poser of the best song. Three rehear
are allowed each group. Th
judge will be an out-of-town musiciar
Spring Field Day comes on Thursday
May 26, at 3:30 (we must add unless it
rains). The alternate date is Satur-
day, May 28, at 2 P. M. There will be
no class processions beforehand. This
is mentioned so that
light it is to avoid such demonstrations
There are to be final competition
archery, baseball, track, lacrosse,
tennis. The finals of the singles t(
nament now in progress are to
played off on Field Day as well as the
interclass singles and doubles.
The committee consists of Natalia
Jova '29, Mary Graff '27, Teresa Rew
•28. Susan Shepherd '29. and Evelyn
Glidden '30. They have very thought-
fully arranged for
Unexpected Gift of $350,000
To Build College Dormitory
ANTIOCH REVISES CURRICULUM
OFTEN; SCIENCE IS STRESSED
The complacent eastern colleges of
nquestioned prestige, and with pedi-
grees that may be traced to colonial
miuht well look to their laurels.
e middle west, where many ideas
jsed to create new trends in the
development of America, there is a
('halleiv'inLi traditional methods of edu-
cation. Antioch college is as President
hur E. Morgan calls it "an adven-
i in education." In a booklet of
t name he writes, "Antioch College
Yellow Springs. Ohio, is the result
v of the whole process of higher
1 of the life for which it
ion, and to work out a
am id whirh llip^ charactcri; i.!_




Antioch, which occupy approximately
half of the classroom time, there i;
vigorous effort to secure right propor
tions. In many of our liberal college
vil of too highly specialized cul-
studies is vaguely recognized;
the need generally is met partially and
.dequately by modifications of the
ditional curriculum, as when the t
: requirement for science in a libe
Every required
whole faculty.
tents and proportions a
claims upon the student
periodical, deliberate, critical.
the i
culum in the light of all human needs,
is a process which is substantially pro
ductive in correcting overemphasis an<
underemphasis or omission. It is tha
deliberate undertaking, and unwilling
desire for proportion, or with shift
and expedients to bring it about, tha
tioch program.
Antioch has a revolutionary standard
for a liberal education. That standard
is to equip all students with a sul
':;..! in! reduction to every main fi
made a gift of $350,000 to the college to
make possible the erection of a new
dormitory on the site of Stone Hall.
The building will occupy the most de-
being planned with many new advant-
md all the old disadvantages rec-
tified.
The trustees have voted to erect the
dormitory in two units, one to be named
Hazard Hall in honor of Miss Caroline
d. the other to be known as Olive
Davis Hall in memory of the late Olive
Davis a graduate of Wellesley who was
or of the college halls of residence
The two buildings will be joined to-
gether and will be placed on the hill
,v of the lake. The dining halls
se at the back of the building
here will be one kitchen for the
two houses. All the rooms will be
Although the details of the building
ill be simpler than the sumptuous ones
Tower Court and Severance the dor-
conveniences and comforts.
; the open meeting of the Alumnae
Council on May 14, came as a surprise,
and served as a royal welcome for
the seventy-five alumnae gathered for
the annual session. President Pendle-
ton had kept the news from the press
in order that the alumnae should be
first to know of the gift which she had
John D. Rockefeller Senior has made
many generous gifts to the college,
beginning in 1900.
'NATION" HOLDS THIRD CONTEST
FOR ESSAYS ON SUMMER WORK
The Nation, political and literary
weekly, announces its third annual
Student Worker Contest, which offers
best account of a student's summer ex-
perience in some industrial or agricul-
tural occupation. The contest is open
to all university or college students
such work. The purpose is to encour-
age students to supplement their class-
room knowledge of industrial problems
with actual experience and first-hand
observation. The prize-winning es-
say, which will be the best account of










:ourse in Red Cross life saving
>e given this year from May 31
gh June 4. Swimming will begin
to give those who have applied
opportunities for practice. A lifeguard
3e on duty to give instruction if
desired, from 3 to 5 on weekdays, and,
the demand is great enough, ad-
itional hours will be arranged. It is
rged that all those interested in aqua-
cs refer to the rules in the Grey Book
pnur.i!ji i;ach Antioch student has five
rs of science, including math-
chemistry, physics, biology
ience" (a combination of as-
physical geography, and geol-
1 psychology. Each has foui
years of social science, including his-
tory, economics, and government; s
philosophy; two years or more
of English and literature; two years oi
more of physical education; and courses





(Kindness of the Service Fund)
Further contributions may be left
at the Information Bureau, or can be
given to Miss Bernice Bulley, Shafer,
or to Miss Ruth Clark, of the French
Department. The need is still very
published The
versity of Pennsylvania student with
his essay. "Taxi- Mister?" Yale, Har-
vard. Michigan. Wisconsin. Johns Hop-
kins, Bryn Mawr, Oberlin, North Da-
University of Pennsylvania were rep-
resented last year. The conditions are
that the contestant must have been
enrolled in some American college or
university in the spring of 1927, and
have worked as laborers for at least
two months in the summer of 1927.
Name, class, and college, name and ad-
dress of employer, and dates of employ-
ment must be given; also the name of
a member of the faculty who vouches
for his or her eligibility. Manuscripts
must be typewritten and not over 4.000
words in length. Further rules may
be secured by writing to The Nation.
20 Vesey Street, New York, N. Y.
Of still greater interest to Wellesley
students is the fact that for six weeks
this summer the National Student
Council of the Y. W. C. A. is, for the
seventh year, directing the work of col-
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
MODERN REVOLT IN MUSIC IS
ONLY UNFAMILIAR CONVENTION
living in 1927 that Professor Roy D.
Welch spoke in 1927 on the subject of
Convention and Revolt in Music. Any
other day in any other age would have
given ample excuse for an identical lec-
are aghast at the latest outrage, the
calling for the rattling of old fashioned
typewriter keys in a recent composition,
we must remember that Hanslick found
the triangle a "raucous and offensive"
the l.l.ULUll
.. impositions lack melody we must r
call the remark of the critic when
complained that he heard but one tu
in Wagner's Tannhauser,—that of t
so-called "Pilgrim's Chorus'' The la
est and craziest is the setting to mm
of extracts from a seed distributo
catalogue. At this most of us consign
the moderns to Lincoln's phrase,
"If you like that sort of thing, that'
the sort of thing you like."
But, after all. what is modern is m
more than unfamiliar convention. II
lustrations from Arnold Schoenberg af
forded remarkably apt examples of thi
point. The composer is a learned, skill
ful man, writing because he means to
The pieces played were works of a ma-
ture period, thoughtful, reflective, the
results of intention. Schoenberg has
discarded romantic titles and called
them Six Piano Pieces. Serious
the composer may have been when
wrote them no audience can seem
take them in the same spirit. 1
pieces nor does she pretend to under-
stand them. Only a few people, ho
ever, seemed to be making an effort
understand. The compositions seemed
ridiculous and the audience laughed
But, as Professor Welch said, it is well
to get the laughs over with and out ol
our systems.
It was not to be anticipated that
these pieces should sound like othei
music. We do not understand them be-
cause they do not suit our language ami
we tolerate no language but our own
But we find nothing strange now ir
Debussy tonalities that a few year;
ago could not be tolerated. Schumann";
fourth Scene from Childhood ends or
the dominant seventh chord. We find
the effect pleasing and doubt that
could ever have been considered an i
possible outrage. And then there
Stravinsky. Perhaps the most famil
The History of Music is the History
of the acceptance of discord, and dis-
cord has enriched and enlightened all
the art. When, however, new discords
are accepted they lose meaning. In
Schoenberg it is not the discord which
we find the most violently objection-
able. It is an even more fundamental
tition. Prom our earliest folksongs
repetition has been the basic factor.
Because Schoenberg achieves unity of
effect without repetition these pieces
are significant. Repetition seems to
gard and this Schoenberg does to an
alarming extent. Each piece consists
of the single statement of a musical
MEMORIES OF SILVER BAY
WhUe Silver Bay plans are bi
growth, of necessity \vi
•ection uncharted and
[expected, with the e
tality of the principles
••First of all the opportunity to be in
i indescribable spot of the Adirondacks










But perhaps the greatest oppor-
' is that of meeting other minds
opinions on some of the salient
problems facing all of us. For those
interested in the problem of America's
foreign relations, for those interested in
the problem of marriage, and relations
between men and women, for those in-
terested in individual problems of re-
ligion, there is an
forums, lectures, personal
informal discussions. Tl
thinking and playing, 01
bit more enlightened and reassured of
the possibilities of life."
"Silver Bay—all that its name sug-
gests in the way of natural beauty-
just the place for a conference. And
what a conference! Thought stimu-
lating speakers—discussion groups that
get somewhere—and personal
Swimming, boating, tennis, nv
climbing, horse-back riding, for
.
Trips to Ticonderoga, Ar
most historical spot—rambles through
Adirondacks under experienced
ver Bay is the place
from the time you enter college
until you leave—and once having
there you never forget it. for it is




The school hopes in the future to
have about one hundred boys and girls
—a new group every year—living
there for five or six of the winter
months when farm work is at its ]
sharing in everything as in
e. There will be vivid personal
;s on history, geography, liter-
sociology, civics and nature study
physical training, practical training ir
carpentry and housekeeping, singing to-
gether and discussions. The commun-
I is to share with the school and help
3rk its out problems.
Already the community has organized
cooperative Savings and Loan Asso-
ition and a Women's Community Club
through which the women hope to un-
derstand better community problem
help toward their solution. Tin
people are learning from the School
new agricultural methods, fo:
commercial basis and new w£
handle health problems.
! Folk school system may take
n this country. It is worth watch-
So fundamentally different from
merican method, it seems to offer
many advantages, especially now when
people are questioning the absolute
value of our educational system. It






IS INTRODUCED IN CAROLINA
It may be disillusioning though true
that Stark Love by no means painted
an adequate or universal picture of the
Mountain Whites. Mrs. John C. Camp-
bell spoke informally at Severance last
Thursday evening on the Danish Folk
High Schools which she and her hus-
band studied thoroughly in their effort
to find something which might solve the
rural problems of the Southern High-
land Region and Which also might
make possible a richer, broader 1
transplanted
senior disconsolately deplores the f£
that on graduating from college she
far from adequately fitted to earn
living. Antioch anticipates this state
of mind by distributing time and effort
tudy and practical
Antioch program requii
years after high schc
this time is given to r<
college, a
the remainder to practical experience
in economic life. Students frequently
spend one full year at college without
outside work, thus reducing the sis
ears to five, and reducing the propor-
ion of outside practical work. Half
he students work while the other half




A school primarily for young adults
from eighteen to thirty, it has no re-
quirements, no examinations, no credits,
dominating purpose is through
the influence of personality and ora:
teaching to arouse the individual sc
at "he will never stop growing."
Such an initial adaptation needed thi
most favorable conditions, a regioi
plainly possible of agricultural develop
When at the end of
Professor Welch played
the pieces they were n
spectful silence.
The Service Fund Commit
to make its final disbursemei
close its accounts by May 31,
therefore appreciate an earl;
for the completion of your
1926-1927. Anyone wishing
ment of her payments may
At Our Wellesley Shop
Friday and Saturday
May 20 and 21
Annual Spring Clearance
Reductions of V4 to Vi ^rom
the original prices of
COATS, DRESSES, HATS
AH seasonable merchandise
All new this Spring
All standard Filene values at their











Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Taylor Block Wellealey Squar.
flve-
( Continued from Page
2 students in Chicago fa
the railroad am
owning population that really desired
it. Brasstown. North Carolina, seemed
to meet the requirements, its greatest
asset being citizenship, a strong group
of farmers with a high reputation for
integrity. So eager were the people
for a school which would help the com-
munity that in the first three years of
the school 1.495 days of labor, 397 with
team were pledged and yearly. 388 days
labor without time lim
The John C. Campbell Folk School
began its life as a home and
in the Brasstown community, in
the citizens of the region had i
share and stake. The ultimate
which it will take however, must grow
SESSION OF ALUMNAE COUNCIL
BRINGS LARGE NUMBERS HER
Seventy-five alumnae gathered <
college over the week-end of Ma
16. After hearing the news o
Rockefellow gift, the council wer
lightened on Mental - Tests by Miss




Alumnae Fund Plan in June. This
ins the welcoming of an annual
from all Wellesley women in place
dues and subscriptions.
t the Monday morning meeting V
; decided to have the Dix Systerr
Reunion brought up again—a sub-
-W—Re 0529
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley I
Dr. Dwight R. Clement
Dentist
DR. P. E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
WABAN BLOCK Tel. Wei. 030*
Office Hours 2.30-6 Other Hours
WABAN LODGE
Large Pleasant Rooms for Ti
11 WABAN STREET
Breakfasts served if desired
Francis S. Keating
DENTIST














on all regular models
Sanitary Goods
IVY CORSET SHOP
8 Church Street, Wellesley
to 3
college gen-
and go away with a new de-
termination to cherish and foster all
the best things in life which Wellesley
offers so lavishly.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE CONTEST SUBJECT
Why I Wear Wilbur's Shoes?
FIRST PRIZE
One pair Wilbar's shoes.
SECOND PRIZE
One pair Wilbar's own hosiery.





and 1929 are beginning to think c
ciety membership for next year, and
the Central Committee offers the
lowing abbreviated summary of
subject as presented to the two cli
on Friday, May 13.
societies at Wellesley is an outgrowth
of at least two preceding systems: the
ordinary "rushing" process in the early
mathematical placement system be-
In 1920 the present method of deter-
mining society membership was formu-
lated by the Joint Inter-Society Coun-
cil in an effort to achieve a system
which should make societies demo-
cratic and at the same time homo-
genous. A Central Committee was
each society. To this
e the nominaiiiiL' lists
3 societies (made without public
sion), and the applications of





;s of those in thi
societies. By a complicated mathe-
matical process this committee the*
does its best to adjust votes and appli-
cations, and to place the individual
girls most happily. It pledges itself
to absolute secrecy on all these details,
so that a girl's application may be as
frank and complete as possible. There
is still in this present
that of 1910-1920, a h
standard for eligibility to societies.
There is also a remnant of the old
"good citizenship" standard, in that the
list of applicants must pass through
the hands of the College Government
Association. The reason for any stu-
dent's failing to be a society member
may therefore be one of several, and is
never definitely known.
As to the definite mechanism of the
system between now and next Septem-
ber 26 for all of 1929 and non-society
members of 1928:—
1. Be sure that your name is in-
cluded in and spelled correctly on the
list now posted on your bulletin
of '
any questions to ask,
society president, or
of the Central Com-
mittee, Miss Perkins.
3. If you desire society membership
and have not already applied, or if you
desire to change your previous applica-
tion, secure a card and pledge from the
Bureau of Information. The applica-
tions made last year will be in force
this year unless new cards are sent
noting desired changes.
4. Read and consider seriously the
pledge. Remember that society mem-
bership is limited, and that those are
most ready to live up to the responsi-
bility for a high standard of college
citizenship which shoud go with the
privilege of society membership. All
those applying are urged especially to
5. To guide you in making intelli-
work done by each society is posted
on your bulletin board, with the lists
referred to above.
6. Finally, be sure that Miss Per-
your card of application;
early, if possible,
est by 12 M.. September 26. Positively
no late application will be considered.
Accompany the card with a brief let-
ter if you desire, telling the reasons
help to the Central Committee.
Please address all application cards
to Mh-s Perkins, care o/ the Wellesley
College Post Office.
Agnes F. Perkins.













Social Chairman Winona Bare

























Editor or Iris Alice Clarke
Shakespeare
President Anne S. Haywar 1
( Elizabeth Farrar
Central Committee Member














MRS. A. E. DRAKE
12 Roanoke Rd. Wei. 0617-M
i. :
.
: Pa:.- I O'l.
officials. "The one ceremony
a Bachelor of Arts. The other
made me a citizen of the United States.





pay you to keep posted car:
QUALITY CREAMERY
PRODUCTS CONFECTIONS
FRUITS. - NUTS, - ETC.
Wellesley Fruit Co.
CIRCT^LIIVE— NESTLE'S NEW PROCESS
Takes the guess out of PERMANENT WAVING




Have you seen the ;
of the $30,000 Coca-Cola prize con-
test—out this month in the follow-
ing magazines
:
The Saturday Evening Post . May 7
Literary Digest May 14
Collier's Weekly May 21
Liberty May 14
Life May 5
Keep your eyes open to Coca-Cola adver-
tising for the nai three months— in these
magazines, many newspapers, posters and
outdoor walk and si^ns in the displays in
itu.iL-r-.' -how window - and in -tula fountain
The Summer Fashion of the
PRINTED
LINEN COAT
A smart fashion noted at the famous
Palm Beach Bath and Tennis Club,
and already in demand as desirable
for summer. Perfectly straight-line,
tailored, slenderizing, it is extreme-
ly colorful and chic worn with the
silk sleeveless frock. In interesting
designs and colors. Sketched, 10.75
THE SLEEVELESS
SILK FROCK
Of silk crepe, gracefully pleated, and
stitched skirt, with smart monogram
design in contrasting color. The per-
fect tennis frock, cool and comfort-
able, a delightful exponent of the
sleeveless vogue to attain that fashion-
able sunburn! 19.75
Roule Stripe Hosiery
A clear, even mesh in smoothly woven silk. With the fa-
mous guard run to prevent runs from plunging into the silk
below. Full silk leg with silk well over knee. In five dif-





MRS. MARY B. HUGHE
overnight and weekend guests,
reakfast Parties, Luncheons, Te:
Dinner Parties
here for Bridge and Tea afterw
The New York School of Secretaries
THREE MONTHS
ROSMYTH CANDY & TEA SHOP
MISS ROSE SMITH
36 CENTRAL ST., WELLESLEY
All Candies Made id our Kitchen
PLEASANT FURNISHED ROOMS
Irs. Fred L. Ward
: CHURCH STREET.
CORKUM HARDWARE
Trunk and Locks Repaired
Tennis Racquets
Golf Balls













When the NEWS went to press nine-
teen hundred square miles of the lower
Mississippi valley were under water,
with an immediate prospect of the
lake 125 miles long and
j in the state, driving
As you read this the situation may be
much worse, for the flood travels with
amazing speed. An earthquake or a
flood is a thing beyond the experience
of most of us, and certainly beyond




tary of War 1
give this
Red Cross workers i
they can to mitigate the losses oi tne
200,000 homeless, many of whom have
nothing but the clothes on their backs.
It is often asked why the money sent
to headquarters at Washington from
membership dues is not sufflc:
disaster purposes. It is
cept for unusual cases li
one. is sufficient. When we know that
since January 1, 1927, thirty-two dis-
asters have been aided by the National
Red Cross without asking for special
doing what
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Only articles thus
signed will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
Contributions should not be over
250 words.
MONEY I AND THERE
Ili.-is
MISUNDERSTANDING
Last week word appeared i
French Newspapers that the
Captains Nungesser and Coli had ar-
rived safely in this country from their
trans-Atlantic flight. Jubilant ac-
counts were printed and celebrations
held all over France. Unfortunately
the reports were unsubstantiated and on
Tuesday the government and the papers
and state that no word had bet
ceived concerning the plane. Ill feeling
against the government and the p
for permitting the release of these
mors was extremely strong. Newspapers
were burned in the public squares
their offices had to be guarded.
e college has made il
employ a faculty of the
and greatest capa-
o revolutionize Wellesley at
ckburn meets a particular
particular section, but we
;gest that a college educa-




To the Wellesley College News:
In the article entitled "Governor
Smith is Both Catholic




Smith makes a rather misleading
He upholds the 'rig
every parent to choose whethe
shall be educated in the public
school or in a religious school supported
by those of his own faith.' In
York State, we believe, the Catholic
not been supported solely
:h. but also by appropria-
money. a fact which holds
le other religious schools."
e Wellesley stu-
dents and to the Brockton factory girls
Miss Newell of the Economics De
partment, in speaking of the programs
of the meetings, said that the d;
sion of all four conferences co
trated on the question "Securi
i. Ik- Modern Economic World." C
that :
consideredployment
meeting. The second dealt
schemes for unemployment
Discussion of the major features
operation in Europe, together with
eading. The con
3f New York CArti
titution of the State
le IX, sec. 4) forbids
he appropriation
which passes fron
of public money to
The only money
chools is a sma 11 amount to cover
he expense of Regents examinations
n those sectarian academies maintain-
ng academic departments admitting
imits this amount to $50,000 a year




a very small sum
s that the total state
cation was $55,000,000
Governor Smith's position was quite
ogical for even this small amount does
not go to the support of church schools
of the Educational Finance Inquiry
New York State, for these facts.
MORE ABOUT ELECTIONS
To the Wellesley College News:
According to the budgets made by tr
students of Economics 101 we lear
that "the average Wellesley student
costing the community not less tha
$2,700 a year net, and would adm
scarcely a matter for congratuh
Do other college students co
anyone else. But there is a co
lege where only students who ha 1
everything but money are accepted.
Blackburn Academy and Junior College
in Caiiinville, Illinois adopted the
self-help plan entirely fifteen years
ago. The price fixed for tuition, board
and room was $180. but the most com-
pelling fact is that the maximum
amount for all other expenses for the
year is $100. Many would say at once
how could anyone really live on such
an amount? The students do live, how-
ever, and are an unusually happy, in-
terested group.
should be added applying principally
to freshmen but in part to the whole
college, describing intelligent voting
more specifically. The average voter
even when knowing all nominees, sees
among them the more familiar name
of one who has held office before per-
haps in an entirely different field, and
without thought to the ability of the
question, checks her name. If the pre-
offlce has been one to help school
Plan"
Labor organizations
IMPRESSIONS OF WELLESLEY BY
ONE WHO HAS NEVER BEEN
THERE
i With apologies to whomever they are
1. That the Ad Building is ten stories
high, and imposing.
2. That Tower Court has some con-
nection with Judiciary.
3. That the faculty always wears caps
4. That Tupelo is a second Garden
of Eden, perpetually equipped with
a moon and susceptible Adonises,






That : feet i
Existing and proposed government re-
forms regulation of Child Labor, and
hours for women were presented
through student topics. The more rad-
ical reforms interested the afternoon
session; Miss Ellen Hayes, a former
professor at Wellesley. explained very
clearly the spirit and working out of
the Russian experiment in socialistic
reform. The fact that Russian law is
comprehensible to the layman, she
mentioned as the laudible feature of
their government. Miss Hayes an-
swered questions concerning the Rus-
sian system, and recommended books




on a religions nit her
the
7. That the El Table is a table of in-
formation near the elevator in the
Ad Building.
8. That Wellesley shows Harvard how
to play football.
9. That the lake is for swimming.
0. That the hardest part of college is
getting in.
Vin't It a Grand and Glorious Feelin*?
Before doing that paper
To clear your head a littl
Because you were so tired
And when you wake u
o'clock bell is ringing,
And the paper's due at 8
And you miss breakfast a
finish it and final
nd try to hand it ic
go around all day
girl in the all
Amongst t ; against the press the
; discernable a mar
feeling. It had be
by many that the French fly
beat the Yankees and in th
disappointment following the
ports, papers hinted and man
that the Americans had int
falsified the weather report






ork a valuable training
burden. Of course the
ing is exceedingly simple
ten appear with all their
,ta oncerning
j
possessions for the year in a suitcase,
isurd belief was con- 1 and in such cases
French government ond hand clothes
- :ud-n
and also by the Press. It was of course
discredited by intelligent French people.




fliers not to attempt
mediately for fear of i
This incident is r
long list which ha-
clearly the distrust
;nt the students have demonstrated
eir ability to have a thoroughly good
ne on "next to nothing."
ht im- Immediately follows the questii
anding. What sort of an education must they
? of a
J
get for that price? Because many
fairly i students can come for only a yea
Europe.
I
who have lost a chance for schooling
no real ', until they are between twenty and
» should
at of reward. Miss
Scudder, in explaining her own atti-
tude, said that
ts of Christian
really an attempt to fulfill i
the Lord's prayer, "Lead us




President Henry N. McCracken
Dean C, Mildred Thompson
Professor Florence D. White
Synith
President William A. Neilson
Dean Frances F Bernard
Mrs. Laura W. Scales. Warden
Mt. Holyoke
President Mary E. Wooley
Miss Mary A. Cheek, Executive Sec
retary of the Board
Professor Ada L. Snell
Bryn Maxor
President Marion E. Park
Dean Helen Manning
Professor Lucy M. Donnelly
Wellesley
President Ellen F. Pendleton
ists believe that a rearrangement of
would considerably reduce the kind
and volume of world temptation.
Miss Newell conducted a discussion
group which began by considering the
distinction between socialism and com-
munism. The meeting was particu-
larly interesting because it brought
and opinions of the
ollege
the field of the
conditions
This contact with people who are on
the practical side of the theories was
one of the most valuable things gained
by the Wellesley girls.
l grrrand and glorious
that she doesn't know.
The Sophomore doesn't know and
that she doesn't know.
The Junior knows and doesn't know
that she knows.















At a meeting held May 9. 1927, M
Edith Jonas of the Class of 1927 w
elected into membership in the Eta
Massachusetts Chapter of Phi Beta
C.G.
Attempting an ode
Nor is mellow my :
We are wondering just what '28 is
going to sing for a marching song fifty
years from now? and
Whether anyone who gives a tea from
that surprise announcement? and
Why the Juniors didn't profit




xmptt^om The TheaterCOLONIAL- -Ofvs Crass.
PARK—Night Hawk, with Carroll Mc-
Comas.
PLYMOUTH—lolanthe. and The Pi-
rates of Penzance.





To get the most out of college you must be
full of vitality, must have every nerve and
muscle working full time. Right food is the
key to it. The Shredded Wheat habit will
help you to make mind and body alert and
throw off the poisons that bring sluggish-
ness. You'll like it, too. It's appeti:ing
eaten half a hundred ways; smothered in
fruit and cream or toasted with butter
and hot milk are just two of them.
THE SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY
Niarara Falls, N. Y.
SHREDDED
WHEAT
Bow, ye masses! Here
cellent fun at the expense of British
peerage. Here is Gilbert ai
opera treated with full and overflowing
justice. Winthrop Ames h
careful student of the ti
lolanthe, and his present
contains the original ornamentation,
as well as some tricks of his own. This
opera, formerly less well known than
The Pirates or Pinafore, proves 1
them, undiluted fun from beginning
end, possessing the same delightful
mingling of sentimentality with laugh-
ter at sentimentality. It has perhaps
more unity than The Pirates; it is
simpler in plot, and the satire is more
pointed. Although it is English satire
veil with an American
ch can easily find par-
meaning to the remarks
; and Conservatives,
based on absurdity. The
in proud and prim peers,
and flitting fairies, with the inevitable
mating at the end of the play. The
! tied together by Strephon, who
upsets matters by being half in
half. The two scenes are laid in an
Arcadian landscape and in the Palace
Yard of Westminster, so that half the
cast is always out of its element. Love-
ly Phyllis, played by Lois Bennett, is
a remarkably satisfying heroine, com-
bining a delightful voice with a person
:hingly attractive, and although
entirely mortal it is hard to be-
that there is not some fairy ir
Her pastoral duet with Strephon
of the remembered
the Lord
ultra-basso song of Private Will:
all the songs ai
continues to be given, i
sistence which kept it a
York. When everybody
I BROADWAY TOLERANT OF BARN
PLAY BUT A BIT PATRONIZING
Two young ladies ft
presented one of August Strindburg's
>ast pessimistic humors, and did not
isgrace themselves." Thus one news-
aper commented upon Barn's recent
ppearance in New York; and, in the
opinion of one of the 'young ladies.'
summarized it well. "They treated
us like children," Margaret McCarty
told an inquisitive reporter, "but at
some of the other plays received."
The trip as a whole was successful.
New York received The Stronger, as
well as Wellesley had. The audience
applauded the setting when the curtain
rose, and the acting moderately,
when it fell. The Wellesley represent-
atives had no opportunity to see other
groups, but it is said that the Welwyn
Garden City company, winner of a
large competition in England and again
the finalist here, gave a perfect pres-
entation. Highly specialized players
life in Argentine, and primitive
passions please you, this movie will.
On Wednesday and Thursday. May
i and 26. laugh-lovers will enjoy
McFadden's Flats with Charlie Murray
and Chester Conklin playing off against
other. Dan McFadden, the big-
,nd starts life as a hod-carrier with
golden dream of owning a flat ever
before him, paired off with McTavish,
-ilu-listed Scotch ii-iend, combine




Fri. and Sat., May 20 and 21
"THE GORILLA HUNT"
Man. and Tues.. May 23 and :
"THE TEMPTRESS"
Wed. and Thurs.. May 25 and 21
"McFADDEN'S FLATS"
Fri ar.-l Sat.. May 21 I
"GIRL SHY"
THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Professional School for college
graduates.
Academic Year for 192






/as the only college represented t
ear, although Smith has often co
teted in the past. Bamswaiknvs
low far more active
ocieties of most universities and much
fork is required in p
;ontest. Is it worth while?
Throughout their New York stay
Wellesley vis-





T. Z. E. STUDIO Kl.( I.I'IION
ll]:)--TiTpi<'o-'.. i
find an appreciative audience and then
engage its active interest for an
evening, the colleges at least need have
no fear for the portion of the young-
er generation under their charge. Tau
Zeta Epsilon's Studio last Saturday
evening was designed to give a repre-
sentation of some of the work of the
great British artists. The members of
the society feel that by the intricate
process of working ou
in tableau form, they
understanding of the ;
the
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
"Tiic Hun!.. : ,-.! ;
trip i
playtropical regions of Afr
ing at the Community Playhouse
morrow night and Saturday, May 20
and 21. The object of the trip was to
procure specimens for Belgian mu-
seums, and if possible to capture some
live gorillas. The picture is a rich
portrayal of African natives, canni-
bals, pigmies, and jungle life as well
as containing remarkable instances of
the intelligence displayed by the brutes.
Buffalo Bill Junior in Galloping Gobs
is a variation on the usual Western pic-
ture since the heroes are "gobs" in the
IT. S. Navy.
Ibanez's novel. The Temptress, now
in movie form, plays Monday and Tues-
day. May 23 and 24. The plot is melo-
dramatic to the nth degree, depending
for its motivation upon the theme of
an unscrupulous Parisienne about
wholly unmoved by the work of
Louise Eliason, '28. who. after posing
as Lady Hamilton (after Romney) pre-
sented Lady Hamilton as a Bacchante.
The critics had worked out a portrait
vivid with color and motion. Mrs.
Hart (after Raeburn) posed by Ruth
E. Campbell, '27, was the most beauti-
ful portrait shown, and was given dis-
:ion by the grace of the model and
sion. The unanimous approbation
he audience (which, being partly
posed of the Graduate Council and
many art students, was necessarily a
il one) greeted the showing of a
! from Dante Draiving the Angel,
after Rosetti. The models, whose atti-
and expression gave the painting
id reality, were Elizabeth Fland-
17, and Anne Sawyer, '28. An un-
stinted, but judicious use of color, both
background and in the costume of
models, characterized the evening's
showings. Only in a few instances did









School of Library Science
THE DREXEL INSTITUTE
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
A one year course for college grad-
uates only. Trains librarians for all
types of libraries.
DE PINNA
5th Avenue at 50th Street
NEW YORK
WILL SHOW AT THE WELLESLEY
DISPLAY SHOP
ON
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
May 23rd, 24th and 25th
their exclusive summer importations and produc-
tions of Tailored and Sports Apparel and
Accessories for Young Ladies.
After seeing Jos-:, the Spanish inov-
? picture presented jointly by the
lanish Department and the Circulo
Castellano. one might well ask—where
more American friends. Prom c
of view the picture was a d
appointment, while from a more j
inderstanding attitude, it was i
of the flshe
ul northern i
h.-.hennan in lovr with Eli/ a. the
y of the village, goes through
trials and tribulations including
wreck. Eventually lie is i









MANY POSITIONS ARE OPEN TO
MEMBERS OF HYGIENE COURSE
As the May bulletin of the Wellesley
Department of Hygiene and Physical
Education has just buen published, it
is a good time to review the remarkable
work that has been and is being done
by graduates of the department. Of
the younger group of graduates. Miss
Clifton, Miss Rathbone and Mrs. Walk-
er have returned to work in th? d?part-
ment. Miss Clifton and Mrs. Walker
together with Dr. DeKruii hav? worked
out a freshman hygiene course that positions can be
has in it more than the mere pouring Personnel Bureau
in of facts and information. A,
The great majority of graduates go
into teaching in colleges and
ities. For example, in last yea
work calls for courses adapted tc
foreign speaking people.
Hygiene and Physical Education
Some musical and artistic ability
I some teaching
3. Physics. A teacher is required to
organize and develop the depart-
ment and to teach the advanced
4. Psychology. The work is especially
in tests and measurements, Educa-
tional Psychology, etc.
5. A trained librarian, with all-round
experience is needed, to develop
the library and to assist in carry-
ing out the larger program which
a new college library building
will necessitate.
Fuller information concerning
versities. four in public schools, two
in private schools, one in a Y. W. C. A.
and one in a State Normal.
partments of Hygiene and Physical
Education all over the country. The
universities include California, Oregon,
Montana, Minnesota, Pittsburgh. Colo-
rado, Dennison, Wisconsin, Iowa, Ohio,
and Brown. Among the colleges are
Wellesley. Bates, Colby
lins. Converse, North Carolina College
for Women, Pomona. Probably
known in the field are Miss Cummings
of Wellesley. Dr. Norris of the Univer
sity of Minnesota, Blanche Trilling and
Miss Ethel Perrin of the American
Child Health Council.
Wellesley graduates are
in all branches of the woi
teaching, some in associatk
Physiotherapy Associations,
orthopedic surgeons.
Continued from Page 5, Column
extremely accurate ba, :. .
ground.
Whatever may be said concerning the
filming, which was not particularly
good according to our standards, it
must be admitted that the scenery was
veil selected and well taken. The small
tallages, such as Rodillero. with their
i.-urow twisting streets and air of re-
- ith
Nol those of
responsibility but also of interest
example the work of the graduate who
is working in China. Many graduates
are working in foreign countries. Not
the least of the renown comes to the
department through publications on
Physical Education by graduates.
Positions Available
Details concerning positions men-
tioned in this column will be forwarded
by the Director of the Personnel Bureau
in response to inquiry by letter or
in office hours, 1 Adminstration Build-
ing. The prefixed number should al-
103. A social worker in a home for
delinquent girls in New York State.
Salary about $60 a month and home.
104. Assistant in chemistry in an
eastern women's college. Candidate
should be interested in physiological
chemistry. A part time position with
an opportunity to do graduate work
at a university or a medical college.
105. A recreation worker in a state
hospital in Massachusetts. Teach cro-
quet, volley ball, tennis and other
sports. Salary $50. a month with
maintenance.
Ginling College
In a recent letter from Ginling Col-
lege, the plans for 1927 were prefaced
with these courageous words. "In spite
of all the uncertainties in the present
situation in China, and at the present
moment in Nanking, we are planning
for next year in hope that conditions
will be normal, and college work will
continue. Up to the present time, the
work in Nanking has gone on without
interruption, although the air has been
even now marching through the streets
of Nanking. History is in the making
these days, and we feel the challenge
of a great opportunity."
For the work in Ginling, candidates
for positions in the following depart-
ments are needed for the next year.
1. English. The candidate must have
had some experience in the teach-
ing of college English, and be pre-
pared to teach Oral English. The
i has upset a good many of our
honored ideas of Spain and we
probably not recover until the
nade-in-America picture of Span
ish life is released.
In passing we would like to express
our appreciation of the realistic mo
atmosphere supplied by Polly Jones
the shore of Phaeacia. Found by
Nausicaa, daughter of King Alcinous,
and her maidens, he is given food
palace. Here, welcomed by the king
promised aid, and the next day games
and dancing are held in an attempt
to cheer the stranger. At last he re-
veals his identity, and with but a few
words of gratitude and farewell to
Nausicaa, who now loves him, he de-
parts to the ship ready to bear him
The Greek customs, from the offering
ully reproduced. The costumes
not only equally well copied, but
were extremely picturesque and beauti-
ful. Though it is a far cry from today's
college girl to the maiden of ancient
Greece, either eugenics can trace its
theory of heredity a great deal further
said college girl is surprisingly versa-
tile; which means that the acting was
as well done as the costumes, proved
especially by that of Elsie Jansen as
Odysseus, and Geraldine Dow as Naus-
play required an out-door
setting and a body of water. President
vn made an ideal stage.
ODYSSEUS AND NAUSICAA
Having made a study of the minor
Greek poets this year, Society Alpha
Kappa Chi selected a work of Homer,
the father of them all. to produce at
its semi-open last Saturday afternoon.
"Odysseus and Nausicaa" deals with
that incident of the Odyssey in which
Odysseus, ship-wrecked, is cast upon
NEW CAMPFIRE COURSES
camps to replace the longer
?s offered at schools and colleges.
The short sessions will include lectures
on the principles and theory of Camp
Fire, stressing the psychology of the
adolescent girl. Details may be learned
upon applying to Camp Fire Girls, Inc.,
31 East 17 Street. New York City.
-SOPHOMORES! WAKE UP!




THE GIFT SHOP CHAR/VUING
MARY G. MORRISON
GIFTS, CARDS, PICTURE FRAMES
STATIONERY, COLLEGE JEWELRY




Misses' 2-pieee knitted Sport Dresses
$15 to $25
Misses' 3-piece knitted Sport Suits
$25
Misses' knitted Sport Goats
$20 to $38
Misses' Flannel Coats
white, black and colors
$18.50
TENNIS DRESSES
202 Boylston Street Park Square, Boston
YOU
The Graduating Seniors




Some ol sou arc well fixed: you
have a family business to work
with. It will be to your interest
to think about the new develop-
ment. Group Insurance, which will
be a factor of increurme u
also oilers I he Greatest freedom fc
>.ri»in.)l ,iil, rprise. It is not
push-button job. The John Har
' " 1. :!. :i i ii:: >
For FRESHMEN'
He LITERARY REVIEW announces i
Annual Spring Competition
For FRESHMEN.
ne or more members ol The Revie
Will be chosen from
YOUR CLASS
Consult NEWS board for details.
COLLEGE NOTES
Ethel Marie Henderson gave a
shower for Virginia Pendleton
Monday.
Tonight the Central Committi
taking Miss Perkins to dinner at
Wayside Inn.
A. A. CONSTITUTION
In order to dispense with what
osed to amend the A. A. Conslilu-
tin, I I
. the
By-Laws will be a part of the Con-
stitution proper. These, with other
proposed technical changes, are now
posted on the A. A. bulletin board.
Read them. The Executive Board




An Exhibition of Paintings
by
(Catherine Eames







Bandettes 75c & 95c
34 West St., Bo
Mile-atiis
It, ii., the 4 Tower < nurt




SPEEDWRITING, note-taking and officelearned in three months or less.
Class instruction and private lessons will be given in Wellesley. Lessons
in Gregg and Pitman Shorthand given. For further information write
or telephone Helen E. Thornton, Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,




With the New Nestle Circuline Method
her by the Nestle Text-
aves on the back of your
GRACE TAYLOR
Marinello Shop Wellesley, Mass.
WESLEYAN WANTS WAR COURSE
TO HELP ERADICATE CONFLICT
With fighting in China and n
of trouble in Latin-America dominating
the headlines of the papers, the ques^
tion of eliminating war has recurred
more sharply of late. Pessimists
the distressing details, shake their
heads and mutter about the us
ness of trying to stop the natural
course of events. The optimists
vently hope that "this will be the
war." But students at Wesleyan
versity have decided that a very ]
ful thing to do would be to studj
whole matter carefully. Therefore, the
Wesleyan Undergraduate Report
eludes the recommendation that t
be a course on "War: Its Causes




ability of such a course and the results
favored some sort of course of that na-
ture. 44% preferred making this z
half year course; 19% considered that
a year was not#too much to devote
Wesleyan University is not the first
institution to have a course on
Oberlin has had such a course fo
years, beginning in September,
taught by Dr. Oscar Jazzi, formerly
Minister of Education for Hungary- It
covers, "the field of war. its courses
both practical, including a study of his-
torical events and diplomacy, and theo-
retical, or courses growing out of such
problems as nationalism, 'slow st
various methods used or being form
ulated to prevent war. the League o
Nations. World Court. Conference
"The purpose of such a course,
cording to the Wesleyan report, "would
be to give a background of facts on
the subject of war as a method of
settling international disputes, so that
educated men would be capable of rec-
ognizing the various factors making for
conflict when they appeared . on the
horizon of current events, and could
more confidently take steps to elim-
inate them.
"A few of the topics covered by this
course on international conflict would
probably be: the history and develop-
ment of the 'art' of war; a classification
of the causes of conflict,—historic,
psychological, etc.; forces at
tending towards war and
peace, such as nationalism, im-
[ trade; the possible na-
liuman race, pacifism and its limita-
tions; problems of national defense;
education for peace; disarmament; and
the League of Nations."
Indications lately are that the stu-
dents of the country are becoming
more sensitive to current happenings,
national and international, and the
Wesleyan suggestion is one way in
which this new interest may be fostered
and made truly potent and worth-
while.
Perhaps eventually student opinion
will become as effective as in the days
of old Oxford when the clerks were not
reticent about expressing their poUtical
views. In the time of Henry II they
attacked the culinary retinue of s
icing papal legate. When the
Cook retaliated by throwing a di
hot broth at one of them, they cr
such a fearful rumpus that the legate
wlii-'h maymvc 1 ii
church tower havm
-




from 4:00 to 5:00 Friday afternoon
May 13, to receive those who wished to
talk with her about the prints.






Professor N. P. Wi
who assisted in drafting the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 and has been for
ten years Secretary of the Federal Re-
serve Board, spoke to the class study-
ing the Financial Organization of So-
ciety, last Wednesday. Professor Willis
spoke on the importance of the work
of the Board, with frequent reference
to his personal observations of its ac-
tivities and the effect of its actions.
Mrs. Anna TilUnghast, the first wo-
po-.it.ion ot Iiniiii-TJ 1 io
spoke to a group of sti
mics and sociology at a
Eleanor Craig, '29,
Sedgewick. '28, fell in tl
WELLES LEY COLLEGE NEWS
under construction from the President's
lawn to campus. Bystanders were hor-
rified to see both girls go completely
under, and though both were saved,
the loss by damage done to new spring
costumes, while not yet reported, will
be considerably great. Perhaps the
girls were too sympathetic with the
Juniors!
Saturday afternoon the tug-of-war
between the Sophomore and Junior
classes over Longfellow Pond resulted
in the dousing of the Juniors.
Friday, May 13. C. A. held a meeting
at Agora for those interested in the
Eastern Conference at Silver Bay.
Noanett held a Pit party Saturday,
May 14.
Miss Knapp returned Monday from
her tour of eastern secondary schools.
Phi Sigma and Zeta Alpha went on
shore parties last week-end.
Press Board held a tea last Tuesday






JUNE DAYS . . . Youth steps on the gas. A round of
golf . . . sailing, with rails awash . . . tennis ... a
dip in the surf ... a spin down the road at twilight . . .
June nights . . . white flannels ... a dance at the
country club. A riot of music . . . white hot. The girl
with the asbestos slippers ... on with the dance. Then
home— the way silvered with June moonlight— in your
Erskine Sport Coupe.
Dietrich, America's peerless custom designer, has
styled it with the sophisticated Parisian manner for
America's youth. Trim as a silk glove, yet at no sacrifice
of roominess . . . two in the commodious lounge seat
and two more in the rumble se.u— just a foursome.
Youthful in its eager performance too. Rides any
road at sixty— smoothly as a drifting canoe. Goes
through traffic like a co-ed through her allowance.
Skyrockets up the steepest hill like a climbing pursuit
'plane. Stops in its own length, turns in its own shadow
and parks where you want to park.
Joyous June, All too short . . . lots of glorious living
to be crowded into one month. Make the most of it—
with an Erskine Coupe— the car that matches the
spirit of Youth.
ERSKINE SIX
^"N^THE LITTLE ARISTOCRAT J^
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR
Mav 18: 8:15 A.M.. Morning Chapel
>n>ii>ssor Hart will lead.
3:30-5:30 P.M.. Alpha Kappa Chi
>ln Sicma, and S\utkv<\n-..Y>- Sorirtie
port Prize Reading. Ellen Bartlett.
Madelon Dalton. Althea Metier, Thelma
Moss. Mary Neal and Nancy South-
woiih will read.
7:00 P.M.. Washington House.
Christian Association meeting. Miss
Seal Thompson will speak.
~"
be the last meeting of the
Mav 19: 8:15 A.M.. Morning Chapel.
M] Phvllis Holt '27 will lead.
4:00 P.M.. Room 124 Founders Hall
Academic Council.
May 20: 6:15 A.M., Mornitv..1 Chape!
Miss 'Lilla Weed will lead. Evening
Alumnae Hall. Senior Promenade.
May 21: 8:15 A.M.. Morning Chapel
Dean Tufts will lead.
8:00 P.M.. Alumnae Hall. Senior
Promenade Event. Brown Theatrical
Club. Dancing will follow. Tickets in-
cluding dancing. $1.50 on sale at E
Table.
May Cha
Preacher. Rev. William P. Merrill,
Brick Presbyterian Church. New York
City. Communion Service.
7:15 P.M.. Sunset Service
bv Dr. Merrill. If weather p
service will be held near Longfellow
May 23: 8:15-8:30 A.M.. Billings
Hall. ' Current Events. Mr. McBride
will talk. This will be the last Current
7:45 P.M.. Memorial Chapel. The
New England Chapter of the American
Guild of Organists will hold a musical
service. (See program posted). All
are cordially invited to attend.
May 24: 8:15 A.M., Morning Chapel.
President Pendleton will lead.
7:15-7:45 P.M., Chapel Steps. Step
Singing. (Weather permitting'
P.M.. Botany Lecture Room.
Miss Manwaring of the Department of
English Composition will give an illus-
Century". All ;
tion of Miss Elizabeth Manwaring
Museum continued through May
MARRIED
'23 Rosa Taub to Mr. Irving G.
Strauss of St. Louis. December 27, 1926
Addn
BORN
'1G To Dorothy Loud Brown, a so
and a daughter, May 7.
'18 To Charlotte Penficld Atwater,
daughter. Constance Avery, April 25.
ex '93 Mabclle Phelps Waples, May
3. in Elmira. N. Y.
"08 Mr. George H. Case, father of
Florence L. Case, April 29, at Brooklyn
N. Y.
'13 Gertrude Souther, May 6, ir
Washington, D. C.
SERVICE FUND SENDS AID TO
PINE MOUNTAIN SETTLEMENTS
lived far back in the Kentucky Mts.,
where he thought out his ideals of edu-
cation. In October. 1913, he wrote as
here at Pine M> lintani
growing up hen
as to Morality,
this trouble wasr half so bad I
Some places hereabouts are so Lost
from Knowledge that the young
have never been taught the knowledge
of reading and writing and don't
the country they were Borned in or
what State or County they was Borned.
We need a whole lot of teaching
to work on the farm and how to i
their farms pay. also teaching
how to take care of their timber
stuff they're wasting. ... As I i




later the school is started
and he writes another letter "To all
the friends that have holp the Pine
Mt. Settlement School. I was 70 years
old the 30th day of last month and I'm
seeing that goin on that I've craved
to see for many years. Something like
two years ago I wrote solicitin aid and
school which we was
ild. Since that time
th? school and it gives me great
faction to see the change that's
Salter, Professor William
Rappard, and Dame Rachel Crowdy.
The advanced and less advanced
roups of students are to be separated
d some extent this year, particularly
groups, so that those who
be
edge is elementary. An effort is to be
made to present clearly to the students
which produce conflict and discord as
; those making for peace and co-
information concerning enroll-
it the Geneva School of Inter-





people may grow better. I have
ed my land to the Pine Mt. Settle-
;. School to be used for school pur-
U. S. stands. Hopin it may be a
bright and intelligent people after I'm
:ad and gone."
Uncle William has gone to his reward
it the School still goes on and the
Wellesley College Service Fund helps
150 boarding and day pupils "to
prepared
Another" for the New Student whictt
designed to put the Chinese view-
point before Americans. The question-
FACULTY OF ZUHMERN SCHOOL
IS 1NTERNAT0NALLY FAMOUS
i the United States, is still likely to
link of the League of Nations as a
irt of feeble attempt at a super-state
jn by diplomatists of the old school.
n fact, of course, it is exactly the op-
osite. So far from being a super-
state, it has given a most powerful im-
petus to the movement of decentrali-
sation which is inevitable if the peoples
world
has perhaps been too little con-
, gang of robbers were, to attack
l your home, force you to sign
agreements allowing them to set up
shop in some of your best rooms and
juild up their business for thirty
would you, when you became
strong enough to regain control of
home, listen to their pleas that
ejection would hurt their "property
rights?"
How does this differ from the situ-
ion in China?
If good will rather than hatred gains
e most customers, will a conciliating
an antagonizing policy towards the
Chinese be most profitable?
ch policy will be most likely to
d.juslct-s. men and women,
y, who have mastered the
cooperation among inde-
pendent governments, independent na-
independent per-
; this which is the secret
unique phenomenon which has come tc
Dwn as the "atmosphere of Gene-
the ! to study
politics, and here it is
at the School of International Stud-
5. headed by Alfred Zimmern has
nee 1924 made a name for itself.
nne Taft Peloubet and Helen Palmer
Wellesley are to study there this
immer. The faculty roll reads like a
it of the internationally famous.
Several distinguished American
scholars have accepted places on the
faculty and will lecture to the stu-
\vhich form a particular feature of the
(School. Among the Americans on the
faculty this year are: Dr. Henry Seidel
>Canby, who will treat the international
aspects of literature; Professor Irving
Fisher of Yale whose topic will be
World Economic Problems and the
League; Professor R. A. Millikan of
California on the international as-
pects of science; Dean Julian Park of
the University of Buffalo who will lec-
ture on the Foreign Policy of the
^United States; Professor William F.
Ogburn of the University of Chicago.
Other members of the faculty who
jare well-known in the United States
are: Professor Louis Eisenmann of the
Borbonne, who will speak on the cul-
ture and foreign policy of France: Dr.
lHaas and Dr. Jaeckh of the Hochschule
fur Politik in Berlin, the former speak-
Jng on the culture and institutions o
Germany and the latter on Germany':
(foreign policy; General Sir Frederick
Maurice, who will treat the technical
and military aspects of the problem of
disarmament; Professor Gilbert Mur-
ray; Professor Andrei Siegfried of the
Ecole des Sciences Politiques at Paris;
NEW YORK STUDENTS PREPARE
A CHINESE "ASK ME ANOTHER"
side the
ies to preach the doctrine
and Marines to practice
Does he speak Chinese?
Does he have any friends among the
hinese? Or does he spend all his
me in the foreign settlements?
Have you ever heard of the British
^'respondent in Pekin who for years
rote his dispatches on the basis of
gossip which his Chinese cook picked
i the streets? How many of the
present correspondents use equally poor
interpreters?
between the
branch of the Associated Press
the British-controlled Reuter
Why is most news relayed acros
Europe instead of across the Pacific
What effect does this have on tin
" of the news?
at accounts for the divergence
en news originating from
ry" circles and news oricinatinu
HARVARD LAW STUDENTS STUDY
CASE OF SACCO AND VANZETTI
exciting interest among all classes
people; it is also being discussed
college classrooms. The students
the Harvard Law School have recently
made a careful study of the case
a petition for reinvestigation has





are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive
our best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL $150,000 SURPLUS $250,000
WHEN YOU SHED YOUR FURS
Let us ship them home in mothproof containers. I
Ship your excess promptly before the June rush. •
Trunks and Suitcases Repaired
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